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Secondary structure models are an important step for aligning sequences, understanding probabilities of nucleotide substitutions, and evaluating the reliability of phylogenetic reconstructions. A set of conserved sequence motifs is derived from comparative sequence analysis of 184 invertebrate and vertebrate taxa (including many taxa from the same genera, families, and orders) with reference to a secondary structure model for domain III of animal mitochondrial small subunit (12S) ribosomal RNA. A template is presented to assist with secondary structure drawing. Our model is similar to previous models but is more specific to mitochondrial DNA, fitting both invertebrate and vertebrate groups, including taxa with markedly different nucleotide compositions. The second half of the domain III sequence can be difficult to align precisely, even when secondary structure information is considered. This is especially true for comparisons of anciently diverged taxa, but well-conserved motifs assist in determining biologically meaningful alignments. Patterns of conservation and variability in both paired and unpaired regions make differential phylogenetic weighting in terms of “stems” and “loops” unsatisfactory. We emphasize looking carefully at the sequence data before and during analyses, and advocate the use of conserved motifs and other secondary structure information for assessing sequencing fidelity.

Introduction

Assessment of the reliability of phylogenetic reconstructions based on information contained within DNA sequences is now a major scientific endeavor. Much of the recent emphasis has been directed toward the reliability of phylogenetic analyses after sequences have been aligned (see, for example, Felsenstein 1988; Swofford and Olsen 1990; Bandelt and Dress 1992; Penny et al. 1993; Lento et al. 1995). The importance of alignment on the resulting phylogeny, however, has been recognized (see for example, Hein 1990; Lake 1991; Thorne, Kishino, and Felsenstein 1991; Gatesy, de Salle, and Wheeler 1993; Collins, Kraus, and Estabrook 1994; Kjer 1995). Structural information provides a framework for the alignment and analysis of protein-encoding genes (for example, Doolittle 1986; Irwin, Kocher, and Wilson 1991; Bell, Cogges, and Milner-White 1993), but alignments of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes have used such information less consistently. Sequences are frequently aligned by eye or with a multiple sequence alignment program without taking account of secondary structure. Analysis of genes in a structural context also provides a functional rationale for variation in rates of changes at different sites or regions of the molecule (Hickson 1993; van de Peer et al. 1993; Vawter and Brown 1993; Simon et al. 1994). Criteria are needed to derive satisfactory alignments and so improve homology assessments critical to phylogenetic comparisons.

Extensive experimental and comparative sequence analyses of prokaryotic and eukaryotic small and large subunit (SSU and LSU, respectively) rRNAs have greatly enhanced our understanding of rRNA secondary structures (see Noller et al. 1990; de Rijk et al. 1994; Gutell 1994; Maidak et al. 1994; van de Peer et al. 1994). In this paper we examine in more detail the secondary structure of one part of animal mitochondrial SSU (12S) rRNA. This is domain III of the molecule, encompassing helices (base paired regions) 32-48 (see fig. 1). Highly conserved flanking sequences (Kocher et al. 1989; Simon et al. 1994) make it the most commonly amplified region of the 12S rRNA (reviewed in Hillis and Dixon 1991; Simon et al. 1994). The present study is an extension and generalization of our use of 12S rRNA secondary structure information to investigate evolutionary questions among insects (Simon et al. 1990, 1994; Simon 1991; Spicer, unpublished), lizards (Hickson 1993), birds (Cooper 1994), and rodents (Sullivan, Holsinger, and Simon, in press). We found that alignment and analyses were greatly improved when secondary structure information was incorporated.

Mitochondrial sequences in SSU rRNA compilations are dominated by mammalian sequences (Gutell 1994; van de Peer et al. 1994), although models for
FIG. 1.—The secondary structure of the SSU (16S-like) rRNA of *E. coli*. All four domains are shown and helices are numbered (as in van de Peer et al. 1994). The parts of the molecule occurring in mitochondrial SSU rRNA are indicated by thick lines. Paired regions are shown as parallel lines while curved lines denote unpaired regions. These drawings were based on Gutell (1994) and so do not correspond precisely to the model we present here.

Mitochondrial SSU secondary structures have been presented for a range of taxa (Bibb et al. 1981; Gutell et al. 1985; Clary and Wolstenholme 1985, 1987; Dunon-Bluteau and Brun 1986; Hixson and Brown 1986; Dams et al. 1988; Neefs et al. 1993; Gutell 1994; Pont-Kingdon et al. 1994; van de Peer et al. 1994). These structures differ from each other to varying degrees, as will be discussed below. A model originally constructed from comparison of domain III mitochondrial sequences from several avian orders (Cooper, unpublished) and vertebrate classes (Hickson 1993) proved to be very similar to the models of Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) but with minor modifications that may well be specific to mitochondria.

In the present paper we use a large number of sequences (184) from invertebrate and vertebrate taxa to examine the general SSU rRNA secondary structure models of Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) for domain III of animal SSU mtDNA. Using this approach we have identified well-conserved sequence motifs. These motifs are advantageous for both alignment and drawing of animal mitochondrial secondary structure diagrams. Comparison of sequences from taxa in the same genera, families, and orders provided a much clearer view of the mitochondrial secondary structure in animals because, as pointed out by Gutell, Larsen, and Woese (1994), the structural evidence from covariation of bases within phylogenetically restricted groups is more significant than evidence from covariation involving distantly related sequences.

An alignment and basic structure for domain III in animal mitochondrial SSU rRNA is presented indicating both conserved and variable sites. A 12S secondary structure template is included to assist determination of the secondary structure of domain III. The secondary structure-based alignment and the motifs also have value in identifying possible errors in sequencing and we discuss some published 12S rRNA sequence data that warrant further checking.

Materials and Methods
Secondary Structure Models for rRNA

Structurally, the SSU rRNA is divided into four domains (labeled I, II, III, and IV), each separated by a single-stranded region (fig. 1). Domains III and IV are the most highly conserved domains (de Rijk et al. 1992). The mitochondrial form of the SSU rRNA still has four domains but in comparison to the prokaryote structure, from which it is derived, lacks some helices (fig. 1).

Several models for the prokaryote SSU rRNA were proposed based on experimental and comparative sequence analyses of the *Escherichia coli* 16S gene (Noller and Woese 1981; Stiegler et al. 1981; Zwieb, Glotz, and Bricombe 1981). These have been steadily improved, over the years using comparative sequence analyses by groups in the USA (see Gutell et al. 1985; Gutell 1994) and Belgium (see Huysmans and de Wachter 1985; van de Peer et al. 1994).

These two groups have produced compilations of rRNA sequences (both large and small subunits) for a wide range of organisms and the databases are regularly updated. Use of the most recent compilation for alignment and secondary structure analyses is critical since earlier versions, based on less information, can be inaccurate (Neefs et al. 1993; Kjer, Baldridge, and Fallon 1994). The compilations maintained by the de Wachter group (de Rijk et al. 1994; van de Peer et al. 1994) are available in electronic form from the anonymous FTP site uiam3.ua.ac.be, and compilations and structures from the Ribosomal Database Project (Maidak et al. 1994) can be retrieved from the FTP site rdp.life.uiuc.edu or pun-dit.colorado.edu (in subdirectory /pub/RNA/16S). The SSU rRNA compilation of van de Peer et al. (1994) and the model of Gutell (1994), formed the basis for our refinement of a secondary structure model for domain III.
III of animal mitochondrial 12S rRNA. We have used the numbering system of Neefs et al. (1993) to identify individual helices (fig. 1).

Drawings of complete 12S rRNA secondary structures have been published for mouse (Bibb et al. 1981), cow (Gutell et al. 1985; Gutell 1994), rat (Gutell et al. 1985), Drosophila (Clary and Wolstenholme 1985, 1987), Xenopus (Dunon Bluteau and Brun 1986), primates (Hixson and Brown 1986), human (Neefs et al. 1993; Gutell 1994), nematodes (Gutell 1994), a sea anemone (Pont-Kingdon et al. 1994), and carp (van de Peer et al. 1994). While generally similar, they often differ in the presence or structure of peripheral helices. Complete 12S rRNA sequences are currently available for a variety of animal taxa, but a much greater range of taxa have data available for domain III only. In this paper we have made use of sequence information from 184 taxa (table 1). While part of domain II can be amplified by the universal 12S rRNA primers we have have restricted our analyses to domain III (positions 1,174-1,477 in the human sequence of Anderson et al. 1981) since many of the invertebrate taxa we used lacked the additional sequence information.

For the purposes of these analyses we consider four structural classes in rRNA (Varani and Pardi 1994):

1. Helices (or stems), which are regions of complementary base pairing.
2. Bulges, unpaired bases within a helix.
3. Loops, unpaired regions of nucleotides within helices (internal loops) or between the proximal and distal arms of a helix (hairpin loops).
4. Unpaired regions not within helices.

### Table 1
Representative Vertebrate and Invertebrate Taxa Used in the Alignment of Domain III 12S rRNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Representative Taxon</th>
<th>Sequence No.</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chordata</td>
<td>Mammalia:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>1-15</td>
<td>J01394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sea lion</td>
<td>16-23</td>
<td>U12850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rodentia</td>
<td>24-29</td>
<td>Sullivan, unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Primates</td>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>J01415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marsupialia</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Z29573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opossum</td>
<td>36-77</td>
<td>X67634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dicotyledonae</td>
<td>78-97</td>
<td>Hickson (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aves:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dinornithiformes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reptilia:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Squamata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amphibia:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteichthyces:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lepidosireniformes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteichthyces:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Osteichthyces:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agnatha:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echinodermata</td>
<td>Echinoida</td>
<td></td>
<td>Echinoida</td>
<td>125-130</td>
<td>J04815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthropoda</td>
<td>Insecta:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diptera</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>X03240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hymenoptera</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>L06178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hemiptera</td>
<td>133-138</td>
<td>Simon, unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orthoptera</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Flink, Riwell, and Gillesen (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insecta:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Odonata</td>
<td>140-163</td>
<td>L02381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trichoptera</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>L02376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scyphomorpha</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>L02376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anura</td>
<td>166-175</td>
<td>U00118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scyphomorpha</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>L02397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decapoda</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>107906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Branchiopoda</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>X69067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peripatopsidae</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>L02380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mollusca:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polyplacophora:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ischnochitonida</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>L02388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastropoda:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Archaeogastropoda</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>L02389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Luminicidae</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>L02392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nematodea</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>X54252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cnidaria:</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>Pont-Kingdon et al. (1994)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The number of species that each taxon summarizes is shown and a complete listing of all taxa used is given in the FTP file “TaxaList.12S” (see text). The GenBank accession numbers, if available, for the representative taxa are given. Note that several avian and amphibian orders were used.
As we discuss later however, it makes little sense to quantify paired versus unpaired rRNA bases in terms of variability because each of these classes has both highly variable and highly conserved members (Simon 1991). Furthermore, highly conserved helices and unpaired regions can have variable bases within them (van der Peer et al. 1993; Sullivan, Holsinger, and Simon, in press).

A Structurally Based Alignment

Comparative sequence analysis is now the most common method for refining secondary structure models, and the identification of both conserved motifs and covarying nucleotide substitutions is an important and powerful test of the model (Gutell et al. 1990), and subsequent comparisons of a large number of helix can have variable bases within them (van der Peer et al. 1993; Sullivan, Holsinger, and Simon, in press).

1. Nonecanonical (non Watson-Crick) pairing, but stable purine-pyrimidine bonds (fig. 3a).
2. Formation of a stable symmetrical bulge (fig. 3b).
3. Occurrence of a compensatory change that retains Watson-Crick base pairing (fig. 3b).
4. Return of the pair to its original state (fig. 3b).
5. The persistence of a nonsymmetrical bulge (fig. 3c; single base bulges, however, tend to be highly conserved in location and can be important in protein interactions).
6. Stem slippage (fig. 3c).

Base pairing between guanine and uracil was permitted, as such pairings appear to be structurally stable in RNAs (Topal and Fresco 1976). In some situations nonconventional base pairing (for instance between adenine and cytosine, adenine and guanine, or between two uracils) may also occur (Freier et al. 1986; SantaLucia, Kierzek, and Turner 1991; Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994; Varani and Pardi 1994). Support for these pairings can be inferred from covariation (Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994). For our mitochondrial data set adenine and cytosine pairings were included in some helices (A-C bonds were particularly common in the avian data set), while adenine-guanine bonds were required less frequently (see Results).

Previous studies of rRNA structures have focused on distantly related taxa and taxa represented by only one or two species. We compared taxa from within the same genera, families, and orders to study substitutional changes in helices (see table 1). The avian and odonate (damsel and dragonfly) data sets were especially informative in this regard (see below).

We also calculated minimal free energies for the folding of some potential helix structures using the MFOLD algorithm (Zuker 1989; Zuker, Jaeger, and Turner 1991) in the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group (GCG) Package, version 7.2 (Genetics Computer Group 1991). The program takes account of the energetic costs and benefits of potential base pairings and the occurrence, locations, and interactions among unpaired nucleotides (Zuker 1989; Zuker, Jaeger, and Turner 1991). The MFOLD program can display both optimal and suboptimal folded structures. Some structures determined on the basis of comparative sequence analysis have been found to have a minimal free energy within 10% of the value of the optimal structure calculated by MFOLD (Zuker, Jaeger, and Turner 1991). Long-range interactions within the molecule and RNA-protein interactions may, however, result in foldings different from the optimal energetic solution (Zuker, Jaeger, and Turner 1991; and see Results), so energetic calculations by themselves can be poor predictors of secondary structure. Other folding programs are available (e.g., Abrahams et al. 1990) but were not used in this study.

Results

Figure 2 presents an alignment and secondary structure for domain III based on comparison of the 184 taxa (table 1). Space limitations prevent inclusion in figure 2 of all the groups we analyzed, but an alignment of more taxa is available from REH or CS, or via anonymous ftp from 130.123.1.3 (as file “12S.aln” in the subdirectory /pub/seqside; available until at least January...
FIG. 2.—The secondary structure alignment of domain III animal 12s rRNA. The helices (stems) are listed above the alignment, while the positions relative to the representative taxon are indicated by lowercase letters, while the significance of lowercase characters for the motifs is discussed in the text. For some of the more conserved helices (e.g., helix 34) additional bases may pair, but we have only indicated these if several members of a group show this. The FTP file "TaxaList.12S" lists the species used in the determination of motifs.

The 18 representative species used here are Bos taurus (cow), Megalapteryx didinus (ratite bird), Leioptopisma nigripalmarum polychroma (scincid lizard), Xenopus laevis (Xenopus), Crossostoma lacustre (cyprinid fish), Paracentrotus lividus (sea urchin), Drosophila yakuba (Drosophila), Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly), Drosophila simulans (fruit fly), Drosophila pseudoobscura (fruit fly), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta gallina (locust), Locusta (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust), Locusta migratoria (locust).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12S rRNA Secondary Structure</th>
<th>12S rRNA Secondary Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>Rattie Bird</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nematode and sea anemone sequences are included but were not used for determination of motif sequences, although their sequences do conform to many of the motifs. The additional helix in the sea anemone is also indicated. An alignment of a larger set of sequences is available via anonymous FTP (see text), from EMBL, or from R.E.H.
FIG. 3.—Potential consequences of a nucleotide substitution in a helix. Bases that could or do change are circled. (a) Nonconventional pair-bonds (indicated by ".") may form. (b) A bulge can be maintained or be subsequently replaced by a second substitution. (c) A deletion can result in a nonsymmetrical bulge, which may be preserved or be compensated for by slippage of one arm of the helix.

1998), and has also been submitted to EMBL. We focused on groups for which sequences from several relatively closely related taxa were available so that we could infer patterns of intragroup variation and compensatory substitutions. Sites of variability within specific groups are indicated by lowercase letters in fig. 2. The major features to note in the alignment are that:

1. It incorporates a wide range of vertebrate and invertebrate taxa including the phyla Chordata, Echinodermata, Arthropoda, Mollusca, Annelida, Nematoda, and Cnidaria. The largest phylum, Arthropoda, has representatives from four classes. The largest arthropod class, Insecta, includes representatives of basal wingless orders (Thysanura), early winged orders (Odonata, Orthoptera, and Hemiptera), and the more recent winged orders (Diptera and Hymenoptera). Chordate taxa include representatives from five vertebrate classes. Taxonomic designations are given in table 1 and a list of taxa is available from REH or as the file "TaxaList.12s" via anonymous FTP 130.123.1.3 from /pub/farside.

2. Base composition for domain III varies from 70 to 84% A+U in most of the invertebrates, whereas it is about 54% in the vertebrates. The sea anemone, earthworm, and sea urchin, however, have A+U values similar to the vertebrates. Despite their high A+U content (80%) the onychophora and honeybee sequences fit the secondary structure model well (the spider and nematode, with A+U contents of 84% and 76%, respectively, fit less well).

3. Relatively small insertions or deletions (indels), usually less than five nucleotides in length, occur in the first half of domain III (up to helix 38) and several well-conserved motifs in this region permit relatively unambiguous alignment of sequences (fig. 2). Larger and more numerous indels occur in the vicinity of helices 42, 45, 47, and 48, so alignment of parts of these regions is difficult when comparisons are made between distantly related taxa.

The conservation of the primary structure and the secondary structure of domain III is remarkable given the range of taxa examined (which reflects more than 600 million years of separation). In only a few instances were the more variable helices hard to define; helix 42 in the brineshrimp, for example. However we have identified highly conserved motifs (fig. 2, and see below) that greatly facilitate alignment and identification of helices.

Conserved Sequence Motifs

The most important aspect of our alignment is the identification of sequence motifs that are conserved in all, or nearly all, of the taxa examined. Key motifs are indicated in figure 2 and a template showing consensus motifs is given in Appendix 1 (the nematode and sea anemone sequences appear to have some structural differences from the other taxa and so have not been included in the identifications of motifs, although they do match many of them). In the following discussion, lowercase letters identify variable positions. For example, lowercase "g" is used to imply generally (i.e., in at least 75% of the sequences) a guanine, but always a purine; "R" means that there is always a purine at the site, but that one specific base does not occur in more than 75% of the sequences; lowercase "r" identifies sites where a purine predominates but there may be pyrimidines (uracil or cytosine) at this position in some (< 25%) taxa. All the motifs are described reading in the 5' to 3' di-
Motifs occur in both paired and unpaired regions of the molecule, with the more generally conserved motifs being found in bulges within helices (for example, the "CaA" motif in 38'), or in unpaired regions between helices ("helical junctions"); for example, the "GG" motif between helices 33 and 34; the invariant "A" preceding helix segments 36, 39, 38', and 33', and the "UACA" motif in the junction between helices 34' and 45). Conserved motifs have been found to be common at helical junctions in other rRNA molecules (Huber et al. 1993; Varani and Pardi 1994).

The Model

As indicated in fig. 2, the central helices (numbers 32, 33, 34, 36, and 38) align very well, while the relative positions of some peripheral helices can vary. The secondary structure models for eight taxa are shown in fig. 4, with the more conserved sequence motifs identified with boxes or circles in the cow sequence. For the more well-conserved helices additional pair bonds could occur in some of the sequences, for instance at the end of helix 38 in the cow, but we have only indicated these if there are compensatory substitutions and/or the extension occurs within most members of a group (in most vertebrates, for example).

While the MFOLD algorithm often correctly identified peripheral helices (35, 45, 47, and 48, for example) it did not accurately fold the structural backbone of domain III (helices 33, 34, 36, and 38). Our results indicate that energetic calculations may best be suited for examination of short-range folding patterns rather than used to determine overall or long-range conformations. It is desirable to use folding algorithms in conjunction with other information (see also Zuker, Jaeger, and Turner 1991; Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994).

Several alternative models have been presented for the structure of domain III for animal mitochondrial SSU rRNAs and differ in their representations of helices 36-48 (Glotz and Brimacombe 1980; Clary and Wostinkenholme 1985; Gutell et al. 1985; Hixson and Brown 1986; Dams et al. 1988; Simon et al. 1990; Hickson 1993; Gutell 1994; Pont-Kingdon et al. 1994; van de Peer et al. 1994). Examination of mitochondrial SSU rRNA sequences from a diverse range of taxa has, however, identified a common structure, and evidence supporting each of these helices is discussed below.

Helix 36

Helix 36 is usually 7 bp long and, like several of the helices, is preceded by a conserved adenine (figs. 2 and 4; Appendix 1). Compensatory changes in both halves of the helix occur in boids, deer mice, great apes, birds, skinks, lungfish, damselflies, and dragonflies, though not all substitutions in this helix maintain purine–pyrimidine base pairing.

Compensatory substitutions are clearly illustrated by examination of changes in this helix among Peromyscus and Onchymys mice (fig. 5). Neotoma and Sigmodon species were used as paraphyletic outgroups to determine basal helix "I." In the Onchymys lineage, the C-A bond in helix "I" is converted to different Watson–Crick bonds in O. leucogaster (helix "III") versus O. torridus and O. arenicola (helix "II") by transitions at sites 566 and 675. In the Peromyscus lineage, the basal helix "I" changes to helix "IV" via two compensatory changes at sites 564/677 and 565/676, respectively. The "IV" condition is present in P. eremicus, P. leucopus, and P. gosspinus. The derived Peromyscus condition (helix "V"), present in P. melanoit, P. polionotus, and P. keeni, arises via compensatory substitutions at sites 564/677. This evolutionary picture is simplified by the absence of intermediate conditions in unsampled taxa.

"Helix 37"

Earlier compilations (e.g., Neefs et al. 1990) included a helix between 36 and 38. It is possible to draw a 3-bp helix in this region for some avian taxa but few other taxa had bases able to pair in this region. Consequently, we have not included this helix in the model. The unpaired region between helices 36 and 38 is variable in length and sequence among taxa (figs. 2 and 4).

Helix 38

Nucleotides involved in this helix are some of the most conserved in domain III (fig. 2, Appendix 1). The helix can, however, be drawn in several ways (fig. 8). While there are few compensatory or covarying nucleotides to provide evidence (Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994) supporting one form of helix 38 over another, the mitochondrial sequence data suggest a common structure. Van de Peer et al. (1994) and Gutell, Larsen, and Woese (1994) present similar structures for helix 38, differing primarily in which of the three consecutive "uR" couplets in the proximal arm is unpaired (fig. 6b, 6c). In the mitochondrial data set (fig. 2), the second "uR" couplet is variable, while the third is a conserved "UA" and so we have chosen to pair the third "UA" couplet.
FIG. 4.—The secondary structure model of domain III for eight animal mitochondrial SSU rRNA sequences. Pairings between guanine and uracil, or adenine and cytosine, are indicated by a dot ("•"). Conserved motifs are shown boxed in the cow structure, and conserved adenine residues before helices 35, 36, 38, 39, and 38′ are circled. The bulged out adenine in helix 34 of cow is also circled to draw attention to the
fact that a base (often adenine) is usually unpaired at this position. Appendix 1 presents a generalized structure that is very useful as a template for drawing mitochondrial SSU secondary structures.
FIG. 5.—Evolution and compensatory mutations in helix 36 in *Peromyscus* and *Onychomys*. Circled bases change in the subsequent branch. Ancestral states were inferred using MacClade (Maddison and Maddison 1992) and accelerated transformations used to optimize changes on the well-corroborated relationships among these taxa using Neotoma and Sigmodon sequences as paraphyletic outgroups (helix I; Sullivan, Holsinger, and Simon, in press). The relationships are supported by phylogenetic analyses of mitochondrial cytochrome b sequences and the nodes are strongly supported, except for resolution of the *Onychomys* species (Sullivan et al., submitted). The compensatory changes creating helices II-V are discussed in the text.

with the distal “UG,” leaving the “uR” unpaired, as in van de Peer et al.’s (1994) model (see figs. 2 and 6d, 6f, and 6h). Our representation for helix 38 differs from van de Peer et al. and Gutell’s by postulating a symmetrical rather than an asymmetrical three-base bulge (compare fig. 6c and 6d). A uracil rather than a purine at the first position of the “rc” motif (the ninth base pair in Gutell’s structure; fig. 6c) in cicada and locust, as well as in other orthoptera (P. Hooik, personal communication), all 24 odonate sequences, and in the frog *Rana catesbeiana*, results in a highly unusual four-base bulge if paired according to Gutell’s model (see fig. 6g). Note that the optimal energetic folding of this helix (fig. 6a) has an asymmetric bulge but is otherwise different from the other structures. MFOLD produced different optimal energetic structures for different taxa.

**Helix 39**

Van de Peer et al. (1994) show helix 39 as a 2-bp structure, but it most commonly contains six nucleotide pairs in mitochondrial sequences (figs. 2 and 4, and Gutell 1994). The helix is usually preceded by four unpaired bases, with an adenine always present immediately before the start of helix 39 (fig. 2, Appendix 1). Compensatory changes in the avian (table 2) and odonate (table 3) data sets provide support for the structure of this helix as we have drawn it. The third and/or fourth positions may or may not be paired (fig. 2, tables 2 and 3), and among avian orders A-C bonds may be relatively frequent (table 2). The last pair bond of this helix is often well conserved (fig. 2, tables 2 and 3).

**Helix 40**

This helix is included in both Gutell’s (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) compilations, and there are covarying substitutions strongly supporting its existence in mitochondrial SSU rRNA (tables 2 and 3, and McIntosh and Simon, unpublished). Helix 40 is only 2 bp long in ratite birds but there are three bonds in other avian orders (table 2). A-C bonds appear to be involved in helix 40 in amphibia and the earthworm (see figs. 2 and 4). The nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* has 4 bp in this helix (fig. 2).

“**Helix 41**”

Helix 41, a 2-bp structure in the van de Peer et al. (1994) carp structure, is not supported by our analyses. Its suggested position is in a region with high nucleotide substitution events (including indels; fig. 2, and Hickson 1993), and the distal part of this helix falls within our elongated helix 39, making the formation of helix 41 energetically unfavorable.

**Helix 42**

A 2–4-bp helix can be drawn for all of the taxa in fig. 2, often preceded by an adenine residue and usually four bases from the end of helix 39. Pairings between adenine and cytosine are required to construct this helix in birds (table 2), as well as in *Mus* and *Rattus* (data not shown). In 12 of 24 odonate sequences examined helix 42 consists of 3 bp, while there are 4 bp in the other 12 taxa and various compensatory mutations occur (table 3). An energetically more favorable alternative helix 42 can be constructed closer to the 38’ helix for the primates (Hickson 1993) but not for other taxa, suggesting that it does not exist at the alternative location. The loop of helix 42 is the most variable region of domain III in birds, with indels of up to 10 bases (Cooper, unpublished).

**Helix 45**

Helix 45 follows the “UACAnU” motif (figs. 2 and 4), and is 4–7 bp in length (fig. 2, tables 2 and 3). The last “U” in the motif is a “C” in the earthworm, but this may be a sequencing error. The honeybee is
Fig. 6.—Potential pairings for helix 38 in 12S rRNA domain III. Lowercase letters indicate variable sites in that taxonomic group. Nonconventional pair bonds are indicated by “.”. (a) The structure in the cow favored on the basis of free energy calculations (determined using the MFOLD algorithm in the GCG package). Minimal free energy calculations are also shown for the other structures. (b) The cow structure following van de Peer et al’s (1994) model. (c) The structure for the cow proposed by Gutell (1994), and its minimum free energy. Each base pair in the Gutell structure is numbered to facilitate comparison with the other structures. Van de Peer et al’s and Gutell’s structures are similar for this helix, differing primarily in which “UA” couplet is unpaired. (d) Our model for helix 38 in the cow based on comparative analysis of a large range of vertebrate and invertebrate mitochondrial sequences. Note the symmetrical “GC”KAA” bulge. (e) The structure of helix 38 in the sea urchin, based on Gutell’s (1994) model. (f) The sea urchin helix as represented in our model. Additional pair bonds that are not a general feature of our model are indicated by “.”. (g). The structure of helix 38 in periodical cicada, based on Gutell’s (1994) model. Note the four-base bulge. (h) The periodical cicada helix as represented in our model. Note that with our model, the symmetrical bulge associated with the “CAA” is a more general pattern (see fig. 2), and that it generally maintains the highly conserved (“dominant”) G.U base pair adjacent to the “RyyKAA” bulge (see text).

highly unusual in having an extra “U” in the motif (fig. 2), which cannot be ascribed to a gel reading error (R. Crozier, personal communication).

The hairpin loop of helix 45 is usually six bases or fewer. Relatively large insertions can occur downstream of helix 45. The fin whale and the tinamou (a phylogenetic relative of ratite birds) have insertions of at least 10 bases in this region (Hickson 1993; Cooper unpublished). The sea anemone is unique in having an additional helix extended on from helix 45 (see fig. 2), making it much more similar to the E. coli structure (Pont-Kingdon et al. 1994; see fig. 1).
and Appendix 1). The “Y” and “g” of this motif are suggested by Gutell, Larsen, and Woese (1994) to bond to the “r” and adjacent “A,” respectively, of the “yrarr” motif between helices 47 and 33. This is most commonly manifested as a G–C bond followed by an A–G pair (shown by dashed lines in the cow structure in fig. 4), but this cannot be drawn in some taxa, onychophora for instance.

Compensatory substitutions supporting the location of helix 47 occur in most of the groups for which we have several closely related taxa (see, for example, tables 2 and 3). Note that 13% of pairings for helix 47 may be A–C bonds in the bird sequences (table 2), while very few A–C pairings can be inferred among the odonates (table 3).

A “yrarr” motif occurs between 47’ and 33’ in the mitochondrial sequences (fig. 2), and there can also be a similar “yrarr” motif upstream of this, either in the loop of 47 or associated with the distal arm of the helix (fig. 2).

**Helix 48**

Helix 48 is also variable in size and position but occurs in all taxa between the two well-conserved helices 32 and 33, and motifs are associated with the beginning and end of this helix: “GUAA” (“YAGUAA” for most vertebrates, but “yuGUAA” in some frogs), and “UgAr,” respectively (fig. 2). Compensatory substitutions in, for instance, birds (table 2) and odonates (table 3) also provide support for its location.

**Domain III in Molluscs**

The 12S rRNA sequence from the mussel *Mytilus edulis* (Hoffmann, Boore, and Brown 1992) was difficult to align to the other sequences because of large (up to 100 bases) insertions between 38 and 38’, and between 45’ and 47. Outside of the insertions, however, the conserved motifs were identifiable (data not shown) and the template (Appendix 1) was very useful for fitting *Mytilus* sequence onto the general structure. Other molluscan sequences, such as the snail *Cellana tramoserica* (fig. 2), the chiton (fig. 4), and scallop (GenBank accession number X67246; not shown) do not have such large insertions.

**Discussion**

Although rRNA genes can be difficult to align because they lack the triplet code pattern of protein genes (Mindell 1991), we find, along with Gutell (1994), van de Peer et al. (1994), and Kjer (in press), that secondary structure features of rRNA sequences can greatly facilitate alignment. Comparative analysis of rRNA sequences is the major method for refining the structural models (Gutell 1994, Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994; van de Peer et al. 1994), and identification of compensatory changes provides the strongest evidence for bases involved in pairings (Larsen 1992; Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994). Energetic calculations, while useful, can be less accurate than comparative sequence analysis for predicting the structure of some helices (see fig. 6, and also Gutell, Larsen, and Woese [1994]).

The conserved sequence motifs (Appendix 1), support from compensatory mutations (e.g., tables 2 and 3), and the ability to fit many diverse taxa onto the structure (fig. 4) suggest that our model has generality for animal mitochondrial SSU rRNA. In contrast to some previous models (Clary and Wolstenholme 1985, 1987; Hixson and Brown 1986; Dams et al. 1988; Simon et al. 1990), our analysis of a large number of mitochondrial sequences indicates a common structure for domain III. Utilization of a large number of taxa provides a refined definition of regions of intra- and intergroup sequence conservation and variation.

**Differences between Models**

Our 12S third domain model is very similar to those of Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994). However, an important difference between our model and those of Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) is that in ours the “CaA” bulge in 38’ is symmetrically opposite three unpaired bases, “rcc” (fig. 4, Appendix 1). Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) have the “rcc” paired with a “ggU” motif adjacent to the “CaA” bulge (fig. 6b and 6c). Free energy calculations for these alternative structures do not favor one common structure (compare fig. 6e and 6g, and 6f and 6h). The structural models derived by Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) are based on comparative information from a very large and diverse group of prokaryote and eukaryote SSU RNAs, while our alternative structure is based on comparison of just animal mitochondrial sequences. Examination of relatively closely related sequences is, however, an important aspect for refining secondary structure features and we have examined a much greater range of mitochondrial sequences than previous studies. In so doing we found that cicadas and the odonata cannot form the ninth base pair in the Gutell helix (see fig. 6g), and that cicadas, *Tetragnatha* spiders, and the brine shrimp would lack two bases from the end of helix 38 in the Gutell structure (see figs. 2 and 4).

Although this is not particularly strong evidence for a symmetrical bulge in helix 38, the inclusion of such a bulge results in a structure consistent across all of the mitochondrial sequences we examined, with the exception of the nematode and sea anemone (fig. 2). The symmetrical bulge maintains (except in mammals) the ad-
jacent G-U base pair that is highly conserved in SSU rRNAs (Appendix 1; Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994). Sea urchins (fig. 6f) and cicadas (fig. 6h), as well as dragonflies and *Tetragenatha* spiders, could have additional, nonconventional base pairings in this bulge, but adjacent pairs of C-A, C-C, or C-U bonds can destabilize a helix (SantaLucia, Kierzek, and Turner 1991) and so may not form. Similar comparative studies of other groups of taxa will help determine if a symmetrical bulge in helix 38 is a valid alternative structure for animal mitochondrial SSU rRNA. An asymmetrical bulge is favored in fungal and plant mitochondrial SSU rRNAs (see Gutell 1994). The secondary structure of helix 38 does not, however, affect the alignment of the sequences.

**G-U Bonds**

In domain III of SSU rRNA Gutell, Larsen, and Woese (1994) identified seven instances of G-U bonds that were “invariant” (occurred in 100% of SSU sequences examined) and five instances of “dominant” G-U bonds (in >55% of SSU sequences). In our mitochondrial secondary structural model, however, the same constraints are not observed, which may imply different selective forces operate on the mitochondrial rRNA. We can locate five of the seven invariant G-U pairs, although an examination of the 184 mitochondrial sequences reveals that all of these must be downgraded to “dominant.” In addition, we have found two more dominant G-U sites near other G-U pairs; one in the middle of helix 34, and one near the distal end of helix 38. These seven G-U bonds are highlighted with boxes in Appendix 1. None of Gutell et al.’s “dominant” G-U pairs are dominant in our structure, but mitochondrial sequences are reduced in these areas compared to eukaryotic nuclear and prokaryotic sequences (see fig. 1).

**Conserved Motifs**

While the nematode *C. elegans* (as well as *Ascaris suum*), the sea anemone (*Metridium senile*), and the mussel (*Mytilus edulis*) differ in some aspects from our general model, they do match many of the motifs and structural features indicated in fig. 2 and Appendix 1. The mitochondrial SSU rRNA secondary structure of the alga *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* is distinct from those of other plants (Gutell 1994), so some deviation from a general structure can be anticipated. Examination of sequences from near phylogenetic relatives of these taxa would be useful to determine how widespread such structural changes are. Preliminary sequence data for cestodes (P. Olson and C. Simon, unpublished) indicate that they have motif differences from molluscs, arthropods, and chordates.

Although there is still uncertainty in aligning some regions due to insertion or deletion events (around helices 42, 47, and 48 in particular), the conserved motifs (fig. 2 and Appendix 1) serve as a framework upon which alignment of 12S domain III sequences may be more reliably built. We have focused upon domain III because this region is the most frequently sequenced region of animal mitochondrial SSU rRNA. Alignment and refinement of the structure required a considerable amount of work, so aligning and refining the more variable domains I and II will be a much more difficult task.

The secondary structure models of Gutell (1994) and van de Peer et al. (1994) are, however, valuable frameworks for aligning these regions. Similar approaches can be adopted for the mitochondrial large subunit (16S) rRNA, and the most recent general secondary structure models are given by Gutell, Gray, and Schnare (1993) and de Rijk et al. (1994). It is easiest to start with several relatively closely related sequences to first establish an alignment and provide evidence for compensatory changes. Increasingly divergent sequences can then be included to identify the more conserved motifs. Refinement of the alignment assists with refinement of a secondary structure model, and vice versa, so it is an interactive process.

**Paired and Unpaired Regions**

Helices and unpaired regions are relatively easy to draw in any piece of DNA sequence, especially when nucleotide bias is high and noncanonical base pairing is allowed, e.g., in A+U-rich insect mtDNA (Simon et al. 1990; Taylor et al. 1993). Simon et al. (1990) found that *Homo sapiens*, *Drosophila yakuba*, and *Magicicada decrecim* could roughly fit both the Glotz and Brimacombe (1980) and Dams et al. (1988) 12S rRNA models (but with so few sequences available, no motifs or compensatory mutations were identifiable). Rather than being a conflict in structure, Simon et al. suggested that there may be local switching between alternative structures, as has been documented for other regions of nuclear rRNAs. However, our analyses of a wider range of 12S rRNA sequences indicate that the Glotz and Brimacombe (1980) and Dams et al. (1988) structures are incorrect, reflecting instead the ease of drawing helices and loops. On the basis of comparative sequence analysis and the identification of compensatory changes, one structure common to all the vertebrates examined, as well as most of the invertebrates, is favored (figs. 2 and 4). As Simon et al. (1990) noted though, and the present analyses reinforce, experimental evidence for the structure of 12S rRNA would be useful (see also Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994).

Hixson and Brown (1986) suggested that “short-range” helices (where the two arms of the helix are
close together in the primary structure of the DNA, e.g., helix 35) may be less well conserved than "long-range" helices (where the proximal and distal arms are separated by other helices). Simon (1991) pointed out that this is generally true but that tertiary structure and protein interactions can result in exceptions. Our analyses support Simon's view; the short-range helix 35, for example, is more conserved than expected, whereas the long-range helix 36 is more variable (see fig. 2). The nucleotide variability associated with helices 36, 45, 47, and 48, and the unpaired region between 40' and 39' (see fig. 2) may be of phylogenetic value for investigations of relatively closely related taxa if there are sufficient variable sites and multiple hits are not a problem (Sullivan, Holsinger, and Simon, in press; Simon et al., in preparation).

Vawter and Brown (1993) examined differences in substitution patterns between different rRNA structural classes but did not compare short-range versus long-range helices. We have shown that within helices and unpaired regions there can be extensive variability in the degree of nucleotide conservation (compare, for example, helices 36 and 38 in fig. 2), and that some regions of domain III appear to differ in their degree of variability between taxa. van de Peer et al. (1993) elegantly demonstrated this point and emphasized that closer analyses of sequence variation make labels such as "conserved" and "variable" sites too simplistic. Phylogenetic weighting of sequences using criteria such as "stem" and "loop" may be inappropriate (Hickson 1993; Simon et al. 1994). Nucleotides in unpaired regions can be sites for protein, tRNA or rRNA interactions (see, for example, Noller et al. 1990; von Ahlsen and Noller 1995), and unpaired bases can be very well conserved (Huber et al. 1993; Gutell, Larsen, and Woese 1994; and this study).

Kraus et al. (1992) and Gatesy et al. (1994) noted that compensatory changes in rRNA may not occur for substantial periods of time and our analyses support this. Some bulges or nonconventional base pairings may have a long evolutionary history (for example, the "A : A" bulge in helix 39 in mammals). The potential destabilizing effects of bulges may be lessened by protein binding or by nonconventional base pairing (for example the "CaA" bulge in helix 38'; Gutell et al. 1985; Santalucia, Kierzek, and Turner 1991). Slippage of a helix arm rather than compensatory substitutions could also occur (fig. 3c) but appears to be rare in our data. Slippage is in essence a covarion shift and would be a serious problem for phylogenetic analysis because helix position would not correspond to nucleotide homology (Miyamoto and Fitch 1995).

Alignments and Phylogeny

Secondary structure information can be used to indicate the degree of reliability or confidence in the alignment of different parts of the sequence. The region between helices 32 and 38, for instance, can be aligned with confidence across a wide range of taxa, whereas alignment around helices 47 and 48 can be more difficult. Consequently, when highly divergent taxa are compared (as, for example, in the arthropod study by Ballard et al. [1992]) phylogenetic inferences based on alignment of domain III should be viewed with caution.

The close occurrence of similar motifs can generate misalignments when alignment programs are used. This is illustrated by the "yrarr" and "yRar" motifs on either side of helix 47', particularly since the first "UGAAA" is more conserved in vertebrates while the second "UGAAR" is more generally conserved among insects.

An important contribution to the evaluation of the reliability of phylogenetic analyses is the presentation of the sequence alignment, and inclusion of such data in submitted manuscripts should be encouraged (see also Kjer 1995). Kjer (1995) has identified examples in an amphibian rRNA data set where alignment of sequences based on secondary structure information results in phylogenies more congruent with nonmolecular data than phylogenies derived from rRNA sequences not aligned with respect to a structural model. In our view, deposition of the aligned sequences in a database or FTP site should be a requirement for manuscript submission. The availability of our alignment is given in the Results.

Comparison of 12S domain III alignments derived from a range of automatic alignment programs with the alignment based on the domain III motifs and secondary structure model will be presented elsewhere (Hickson and Simon, in preparation).

Accuracy of Sequences

Sequencing errors are a recognized problem in the databases (see for example Clark and Whittam 1992; States 1992; G. Olsen, personal communication). Errors can be detected by simple consistency checks, such as the secondary structure alignment illustrated here. There are several cases where one or a few taxa differ from the rest at positions that are otherwise constant. These may be real differences or the artifacts of cloning, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), sequencing, or data entry. The motifs (fig. 2 and Appendix 1) are informative in this respect and deviations from some of the motifs provide a valuable feedback to check sequencing precision.

As an illustration, the two complete sea urchin 12S rRNA sequences in GenBank (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus; accession number X12631, Jacobs et al. [1988]; Paracentrotus lividus: J04815; Cantatore et al. [1989])
both lack one of the highly conserved guanines in the bulge between helices 33 and 34. Four other urchin species sequences (generated by the PCR rather than cloning) had this double guanine bulge, as did another individual of *S. purpuratus* (Thomas, Maa, and Wilson 1989). Given the conservation of this unpaired "GG" doublet in animal 12S rRNA and other SSU rRNAs (see van de Peer et al. 1994), and its presence in the Thomas, Maa, and Wilson (1989) urchin sequences, we included it in the *P. lividus* sequence shown in figure 2. Thomas, Maa, and Wilson also noted that their *S. purpuratus* sequence differed at several positions from the Jacobs et al. sequence, so reconfirmation of the cloned sea urchin sequences is recommended.

The honeybee mitochondrial genome is very A+U rich and appears to evolve rapidly in relation to other insect taxa (Crozier and Crozier 1993). Although its 12S sequence fits the general model very well, there are several other differences between the honeybee sequence and the motifs we identified. For example, the bee (as well as earthworm) do not match the "GGA" motif before helix 33' (fig. 2). The first "G" in this motif is very well conserved over a very broad range of taxonomic groups and is involved with tRNA binding in *E. coli* (von Ahsen and Noller 1995) and so may have a similar role for other SSU rRNAs. Rechecking of the original sequencing gels did not indicate inaccuracy in gel reading or data entry (R. H. Crozier, personal communication), but (as with the sea urchins) cloning artifacts cannot be excluded. Sequence data from additional individuals and related taxa is required to determine whether these ambiguities are a feature common to other hymenoptera. Deviations from the motifs (fig. 2) may, however, be real in some cases and sequences from several individuals or from relatively closely related taxa are useful for resolving this. An example is the "CAA" motif in helix 3B. While the majority of invertebrate and vertebrate taxa have "CAA" (including articulate brachiopods [S. Stark and B. L. Cohen, personal communication] and the amphioxus [*Branchiostoma*; L. Daehler, personal communication]), it is "CGA" in fish (including nine genera of sharks [A. Martin, personal communication] and lamprey).

Spiders (10 species), nematodes, and sea anemone are unusual in not having a cytosine at the first position of this bulge. Fungal and plant mitochondrial SSU rRNA sequences, as well as many other prokaryotic and eukaryotic SSU rRNAs, have cytosine at this position (see Gutell 1994).

Nuclear copies of fragments of the mitochondrial genome, including 12S rRNA sequences, are now being found (for example, Lopez et al. 1994) so greater care must be taken to authenticate mitochondrial sequences. Deviations from secondary structural features of well-conserved sequence motifs can have utility for identifying potential nuclear copies of mitochondrial genes. A relatively long period of time may, however, be necessary for such changes to occur; the cat nuclear 12S fragment (Lopez et al. 1994) cannot be distinguished from the mitochondrial sequence on the basis of the motifs presented here (R.E.H., unpublished observations).

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have advocated the use of secondary structure information as a framework for aligning and analyzing rRNA sequences with increased reliability. Visual inspection has always been an important part of data analysis. The increasingly rapid generation of DNA sequence data and the development of more sophisticated software for DNA sequence analysis should not detract from looking at the data before and during analyses (see also Lento et al. 1995).
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APPENDIX 1

Secondary structure template for domain III of animal mitochondrial SSU rRNA showing conserved residues and motifs. Nonconserved bases are represented as dots (•), helix positions that are not paired in every taxon are indicated by double dots (○), and areas of insertions shown by V. Bases in capitals signify positions conserved in all the taxa examined (excluding nematode
and sea anemone), while lowercase letters identify nucleotides conserved in at least 75% of the taxa, as discussed in the text. Well-conserved (“dominant” in Gutell, Larsen, and Woese’s [1994] terminology) guanine–uracil pair bonds are shown boxed. Note that the sequence and length of helices 42, 45, 47, and 48 are variable, but their locations can be identified by reference to conserved motifs as shown in the figure. To easily draw a structure, locate the conserved motifs in the sequence to be analyzed and use these as guides when you overlay the sequence on the template.
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